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Summary

Continued backcrossing with the desired parental line at successive .
generations helps the breeders in ihe task of achieving homozygosity and
thereby getting the pure bred lines at a faster rate than by adopting other
means like artificial selection- In fact, successive backcrosses with the
parental line, if possible, with respect to the desired character over a few
generations, advances the progress for attaining homozygosity quicker
than in case of selfed or inbred population undergoing complete selection.
For the success of quick hybridisation, the breeders should chose

frequently backcrossing the parental lines with a view to impregnating
multiple characters.

The general expressionsfor the genotypicfrequencies and the genotypic
variance components viz, D and H, and the covariances between
additive and dominancecomponents for different progeny lines viz. C,
being raised after suitable backcrossing are worked out at the n"*
generation as a special case where the gene frequencies are assumed to
be equal (i.e. p=q=0.5). A comparison with the selfed line under
complete elimination of undesired lines is also made. The reduction
will obviously be still quicker if on backcrossing at the few initial stages,
selfing is practised, thereafter, within such individual line.

1. Introduction

Continued backcrossing at successive generations help the
breeders in achieving homozygosity of the desired lines at a faster
rate than even adopting any artificial selection. Complete elimi
nation of certain undesired genotypes is the severest type of selection
from the evolutionary point of view which is regarded as a very
rapid method of diminishing the undesired gene frequency. In case
of inbred lines, when selection acts in one or both directions, the
genotypic structure of the population at different generations when
either selfing or crossing or both are present in varying proportions
has been studied by Sen [6], [7], [9] and [10]. If the breeder seeks
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homozygosity, the programme for inbreeding should be within line,
while if the breeder is interested for heterozygous lines, his preference
will be for selection between distant lines. Backcrossing with the
parent with respect to the desired character for a few generations
advances the progress of attainment to homozygosity at a faster rate
than in case of selfed or inbred population under-going complete
selection after elimination of undesired genes at each generation. In
fact, under hybridisation programme, the breeders frequently back-
cross the pure lines for impregnating desired multiple characters in
polygenic cases. Hill [3] also furnished a method for the study of
the quantitative inheritances by recurrent back-crossing.

2. Formulation

Assuming that there is no linkage, epistasy or differential
selection, the frequencies of the different genotypes and the compo
nents of genotypic variances under any random mating or non-
random mating population may be developed by following the
method of Fisher et al [1]. and Mather [5].

Let p and q be the gene frequencies and Xn, Y„ and Z„ be the
genotypic frequencies for the genotypes AA, Aa and aa respectively.
Let, also d and h be the additive and the non-additive increments in
the genotypic variance.

Then, the mean at the zth locus in case of non.random mating
population is:

^=ip-q)di-\-2iPq—^)hi,

where S=(/?HS)(?^+S)—S)^

Then, the variance at the /th locus is :

In case of random mating population, for monogenic pair,

S=0 and ^4=1

thenj ^^(,p-q)di^7pqhi

and

V,=2pq[d~{p-qW^-Ap-'q-'h'.

Again, denoting F'o=the additive genetic variance,

and Fd=the component of genetic variance due to dominance,

then, Va^l{pq+mdi-{p-q^hif

and Fd= F,-2(/;g+S)9J[1- +2S)]/!®
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which, in case of random mating population, reduces to:

Va=2pq{di—{p—q)hif, and

Vi=4p^q% .

3. Genoiypic Frequencies and Variances in Selfed Population

Again, the genotypic frequencies for the mixed population
where reproduction takes place partly by natural crossing (with the
proportion, c) and partly by self-fertilisation (with the proportion,
1—c),.at any generation are given as :

Xn+I=cpl +(1—

Yn+i—2cpnqn-\--^{\—c)Yn, and
Zn+i=C/?^ +(1—c) (zA+-^r»).

It, then, follows that:

^fl+i= z„+i+—y„+i=/7„,
1

i.e. in. case of the absence of any differential selection, the gene
frequencies remain unchanged over generations.

Assuming the covariances {d, h) are negligible, the genetic
variance in Fn, for K pairs of genes has been shown by Sen [10] as :

k

W=(
j=l

•\-lp
±2

(1-2/?)"
.l+2/> 2"-\l-i-2p)J

+( 2»-i 4«-i
<=1

(l-2j?+2/>T-'
21-1±2

K

^djdj

hihi

0-#7)

where p=the recombination fraction which is assumed to be
same for all the loci,

when />= I,/c. linkage is absent
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W)-(1-'I•
r=l /=!

Thus, the components {viz. D H) of genotypic variance can be
conveniently worked out.

The variance of mean of F„-progenies derived as :

k k

/=i

and, the mean variance of Fn progenies is given as :

k k

/=i 1=1

If, now, p='q and c=0,the distribution of genotypic frequencies
and the different components of the genotypic variances for different
generations on selfing are, on assumption of absence of selection
pre sure in either direction, as furnished below :

TABLE 1

Genotypic freqnencing Mean Genotypic variances

Population
C

X y z (u) D H (vari
ances)

Pi (AA) 1 0 0 d 0 0 0

Pi (aa) 0 0 1 -d 0 0 0

0 1 0 ' h 0 0 0

Fi 1/4 1/2 , 1/4 (l/2)h 1/2 1/4 0

Fa 3/8 .1/4 3/8 (l/4)h 3/4 3/16 0

Fi 7/16 1/8 7/16 (l/8)h 7/8 7/64 0

Fb 15/32 1/16 15/32 (l/16)h 15/16 15/2*^6 0

Fb 31/64 1/32 31/64 (l/32)h 31/32 31/1024 0

Fa 1/2 0 1/2 0 1 0 0

It is known that the heterozygosity is fixed at the second
generation in case of random mating population (c==l).
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4. Genotypic Frequengies and Variances Under Backerossing

After backcrossing, a number of progeny lines may be raised
from the initial parental pure lines at the successive generations.
The effect on the frequencies and the components of genotypic
frequencies are worked out and presented below :

TABLE 2

Backcross lines

Genotypic frequencies . Genotypic variances

X y z D H C

Bi (=PiFi) 1/2 1/2 0 1/4 1/4 -1/2

0 . 1/2 1/2 1/4 1/4 1/2

5ii(=5iXi'») . 3/4 1/4 0 • 3/16 3/16 -3/8

Bi2( = Bi'X Pn) 0 3/4 1/4 3/16 3/16 3/8

1/4 3/4 0 3/16 3/16 -3/8

Bts!i;=B2X-Pa) 0 1/4 3/4 3/16' 3/16 3/8

^(11)1 7/8 1/8 0 7164 7/64 -7/32

5(11)2 0 7/8 1/8 7164 7/64 7/32

Bmn , 3/8 5/8 0 15/64 15/64 -15/32

5(12)2 • 0 3/8 5/8 15/64 15/64 15/32

•3(81)1 5/8 3/8 0 15/64 15/64 -15/32

5(21)2 0 5/8 3/8 15/64 15/64 15/32 ,

5(22)1 1/8 7/8 0 7/64 7/64 -7/32

5(22)« 0 1/8 7/8 7/64 7/64 7/32

(N.B,-B(fy)ft=BiP>xPi wlxere i-l or 2,;=1 or 2 & fc=l or 2).

Thus, the continued backcrossing with the desired homozygous
parental line reduces the heterozygosity at a faster rate and the
undesired line is eliminated completely. The breeder may like to.
backcross amongst those lines which are closer to the desired
parental line with a view to attaining homozygosity quickly and'
inteircross amongst distant lines for retaining heterozygosity.
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General Expressions of Genotypic Frequencies and Variances:

The general expressions for the different genotypes at the «th
generation whenp=q=\ and €•=!, after continued backcrossing are
as worked out below:

The corresponding expressions at the 77th generation for the
components of genotypic variances are similarly worked out and
presented below:

TABLE 3.1

Sr.
Back-crossed
population

(nth generation)

Genotypic Frequencies

No.

X y z

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

5(11...1)1

•B(11"-1)2

•B(12—3)1

•S(12—2)2

5(21..1)1

5(21 --Da

5(29---2)1

fl(22-- 2)2

2"-!—1
2n-i

0

2'*-2 -1
2n-i

0

2«-2+l .
2n-i

0

1
2n-i

0

1
2*1-1

2n-l

2"-«+l
2»-i

2"-°-!
2n-l

2"-2-^l

2"~'

2"-24-l
2n-i

2''-i—1
2n-i '

1

2n-i

1

2"-

0

2"-Hl
21!->

0

2n-2_j

2"-! .

0

271-1 _i

2n-i

(N.B.—5(«, j,-..,1^2)p=(.BiPj...Pn-2 ) Pj,,where aach of(i,j... b_2 , j.)-!
' or 2; and represents the stage of the number of generation after
backcrossing).
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TABLE 3.2 i .

Backcross Genotypic Variances ; ; •
Sr. Population
No. (nth gene ii

ration) D H c

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

^(11 - 1)1

5(11-.-Da

22n-a

2an-a

2n-i-l-

221-2

2»-l-l
22n-a

, ,;2''-8-i
- 2»»-3

( 2"-Hn p-'-n / 2"-2-l\ \
•D(12"'2)2 2n-» ) \ 2"-' ) 2"-^ y V 2"-i ) 2®"-' )

2"-i-l 2n-i-l j^2"-»-l \5(22...2)1 2?n—i '2}n-i ; 2^"-® /

2«-i^l 2»-i--l ; ^2''-i-l"\
»(22-"2)2 22n-a 2®"-'' - - ;; 1^-2"""^ /

Some of the lines as enumerated may have only af'ademic
interests to the breeders. The reduction in the heterozy'gosity is
half in each generation while in the purely selfed lines, the reduction
is half of that in the corresponding backcrossed lines, which is the
usual expectation.

When the repeated backcrossed lines are raised, two :compo-
nents of the ,genetic variances viz. the variances of the mean of the
families raised and the mean variance of the families are also,; worked
out which will be presented in a subsequent paper in details.

Selfing the Back-Crossed Lines

Sometimes the breeders are interested to self the back-cross

lines in order to stabilise the homozygosity, whatever is;already
achieved by back crossing.

The genptypic frequencies and the components of gehotypie
variances after selfing the progenies being raised from the, initial
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backcrossed lines are as worked out below:

TABLE 4

Lines

Genotypic frequencies

1

Genotypic Variances
(components)

X y z D H C

Bi(s^) 5/8 1/4 1/8 1/2 3/16 (-) 1/4

Bi,{si) J/8 • 1/4 1/16 1/2 3/16 1 4

13/16 1/8 1/16 5/16 7/64- -3/16

PMSi) 3/16 3/8 7/16 9/16 15/64 3/16

PMS^) 1116 3/8 3/16 9/16 . 15/64 -3/16'

PiBiiSi) 1/16 1/8 13/16 5/16 7/64 3/16

At the n"® generation, there will be (/z—2) succeisive selfing
over the initial Backcrossed lines, whose genotypic frequencies are
worked out to :

TABLE 5.1

Lines

Genotypic frequency

X y Z

Bl(5^n-2)
2n-i+2"-2-l 1 271-2-1 -

2" ^ 27.-1 2"

271-2 _i 1 2«-i+2«-2_i
271 2«-i 2"

Again on the some assumption, the components of genotypic
variances at the n"* generation work out as ;

TABLE 5.2

Lines

Components ofgenotypic variance

D

2n-i_2"-3_l

' 2"=!

H

2271-2 ~

22n_a

1
2*1-1

1
2"-!
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If

Selfing the backcrossed lines reduces the heterozygosity no
doubt but the reduction will be quicker if backcrossing one or two
stages more with the desired parents, selfing is done thereafter on
these lines. This eliminates the uadesired-homozygous lines and
also reduces the amount ofheterozygosity. Continued back-crossing,
in fact, is necessary for the hybridisation work with respect to multiple
characteristics of the polygeiiic cases. jl

If selection, partial or complete, is present and there is || link
age, the situation becomes increasingly interesting. The efTkt.on
initially backcrossed linefollowed.thereafter by selfing and selection
of the desired genotypes have also been studied which wijl bo
subsequently presented. ,,
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